
Removing the Risk from Resource Management

Today more than ever, companies need to focus on their core competencies to 

be successful. One of the most difficult of all business processes is finding and 

retaining the human resources your business needs to drive this success. That’s 

why netlogx, a firm dedicated to solving complex problems, created stafflogx.
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who we are, how we help 

stafflogx is dedicated to Resource Risk Management. Our services enable our clients to get the 

resources they need when they need them, without losing focus on their day-to-day activities. 

stafflogx provides permanent or temporary staff that is carefully matched and screened against 

the requirements set forth by our clients. These resources include Contract Staffing, Contract-to-Hire 

staffing or Direct Hire.

stafflogx provides the daily management of these resources and has the capacity to assemble 

entire teams to tackle projects and programs on behalf of our clients.

stafflogx has developed a service delivery process that provides the right resources at the right time, 

every time.

the five steps to solving your staffing needs

Listen and Understand

We work to understand your business and determine its needs to ensure the staffing process is 

efficient and effective.

Find and Match

Our recruiters have extensive industry knowledge and staffing networks from which to carefully 

identify the best-qualified candidates to meet your needs. 

Qualify and Measure

Our candidates are more than sum of their resumes. We seek out individuals with the right 

interpersonal skills and attitudes to best fit your company’s environment.

Select and Engage

Our Account Management teams work with you to make the final choice and to ensure that 

when a candidate reports to work, they are ready to contribute immediately.

Monitor and Manage

Once staff is in place we monitor and manage their efforts to ensure that they are performing 

at the highest level.

Our passion for people makes the difference!
Our mission at stafflogx is to provide effective staffing solutions better and faster than anybody else. 

Our passion for people can be your competitive edge. Contact stafflogx today and let our team of 

dedicated specialists remove the risk from resource management so your business can thrive

212 W. 10th Street, Suite C465 . Indianapolis, Indiana 46202 . telephone: 317.536.6046 . facsimile: 317.536.2642
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